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The early solar system was a mixing bowl

During the collapse of the molecular cloud and 
the coalescence of the proto-star, dust is 
destroyed and gas is heated. This leads to 
isotopic equilibration when solar system 
materials condensed. 

Not all dust is destroyed and some of it is 
captured by accretion onto what would 
become asteroids. This dust has not been 
isotopically equilibrated. 

Most asteroids likely formed in the outer solar 
system where it is colder and later migrated 
inwards (like comets) and are considered the 
most primitive solar system bodies. 
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How did our solar system come to be? 
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Exact nature of dust condensation in SNe is unknown, but we 
know there is quite a bit of dust

AND dust formation occurs strongly in 
same location as the winds 

Modified from T. Sato et al. (2021) Nature, 592 537-540 I. De Looze et al. (2017) MNRAS 465: 3,3309-3342

These are the ‘presolar’ grains which 
can be studied in the laboratory. 
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p-nuclei nucleosynthesis can be studied with stardust

~30-35 nuclei are shielded from neutron-capture 
reactions and are made by some combination of 
other processes 

Rauscher, T., et al. Reports on Progress in Physics 76.6 (2013): 066201.

Photodisintigration
of seed nuclei

νp-process
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p-nuclei nucleosynthesis can be studied with stardust

None of the elements are p-nuclei dominated, and astronomical spectroscopy provides limited information.

B. Meyer (1994) Annu. Rev. Astron. Astrophys. 32: 153-90 

We have one(ish) data point: 
Solar System bulk abundances
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Grain ≈ most recent nucleosynthetic event + previous 
nucleosynthetic events

Need correlated isotopic signatures to constrain astronomical phase space

Inter-element ratio comparisons
• primary vs secondary process – dependence on stellar metallicity
• some elements are less sensitive to r/s-process, they are good tracers of GCE

Intra-element ratio comparisons
• probe branch points, temperature/density/electron fraction trajectories (etc)
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We are growing the presolar grain program at LLNL

Successfully measured isotopic ratios for 5 
elements in ~1um-sized grains Sr

MoZr

We have doubled the inventory of supernova grains measured for multiple trace elements 
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Measurements to determine (n,g), (p,g), (ɑ,g), (n,p)  

LENDA + SECAR to measure (p,n)

P. Gastis, G. Perdikakis, G.P.A Berg et al. (2021) NIM A 985, 164603

The particle-g spectrometer 
GODDESS

Surrogate method for (n,g), (n,p)  

Credit: A. Ratkiewicz

SOLARIS at ReA6 

SOLARIS white paper
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Astromers at ReAX + FRIB

Low-lying isomers become important at 
astrophysical temperatures: 

38K(p,g) important rate in rp-process
38K g.s. : 3+, T1/2 = 7.63 min 
38mK isomer: 0+, T1/2 = 924 ms
• Fragmentation produces a combination of 

g.s. and isomer
• Perform measurements with different ratios:

1. charge breeding time
2. fragmentation target thickness

Isomer % content

EBIT eff (g+i)

Contaminant rate

K. A. Chipps et al. (2018) Phys. Rev. Accel. Beams. 21, 121301
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More on Astromers

Some isotopes are less susceptible to these ‘tricks’ 

Stellar Photodisintigration of 130Ba
129Ba g.s. : 1/2+, T1/2 = 2.23 hr
129mBa isomer: 7/2+, T1/2 = 2.14 hr
• Use resonance ionization to selectively ionize 129mBa without 129Ba due to difference in 

hyperfine structure (or vice versa)
• FRIB moving towards resonance ionization for sources 
26Al production
26Al g.s. : 5+, T1/2 = 7.17 E5 yr
26mAl isomer: 0+, T1/2 = 6.346 s
• Both isomer and g.s. too long-lived to sufficiently alter ratio by changing EBIT time
• Use batch mode source for g.s. and fragmentation for isomer+g.s. mixture
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Isotope harvesting

Targets for irradiation (similar to what Hye Young 
presented on Monday):
• ɣ-Irradiation at HIɣS to study photodistingration rates
• Proton or alpha Irradiation (e.g. at Center for 

Accelerator Mass Spectrometry at LLNL)
• Neutron irradiation

Ion sources for batch mode use at FRIB or elsewhere
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Significant progress can be made in next several years

1. We will have significantly more high-quality, multi-element data from presolar grains

2. FRIB beam rates + ReAX allow for experiments that we couldn’t do before

3. Isotope harvesting to make targets/batch mode sources increases access to FRIB 

capabilities
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Queries can be directed to Nick Scielzo (scielzo1@llnl.gov)
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